
Ladies and Gentlemen,


Good Evening.


I am very honoured to be speaking before this distinguished audience tonight. I also feel 
fortunate to be able to do so at such topical timing. As you may know, yesterday the 
European Union has adopted another, unprecedented round of sanctions against Iran, 
reminding us once more that Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons’ capability has entered a new, 
dangerous phase, and that 2012 may indeed be the year when the international community 
will be confronted with the impossible dilemma of having to bomb Iran or live with Iran’s 
bomb.

Tonight, we are tasked with determining which is worse – and it is not an enviable task.

Personally, I do not support military action against Iran. But  I am sceptical that the strategy 
adopted by the international community to persuade Iran to give up its nuclear quest can 
yield a result unless there is a clear, credible threat of military action on the table. I am also 
hesitant to believe that the current regime will relent under pressure – I am convinced that 
only a different regime (not just a different government) will see the folly of Iran’s pursuit for 
nuclear weapons. And I regret therefore that Western support for pro-democracy activists 
inside Iran is a relatively new phenomenon, has been so hesitant in coming and has been so 
clumsy in its steps so far.

Ideally, Western policy should be geared towards trying to influence the two clocks that are 
ticking in Tehran – the regime change clock and the nuclear weapons’ clock. The former 
should be sped up in every which possible way; the latter should be slowed down by all 
means.

But it appears to be the case that the nuclear clock can’t be slowed down enough. As for 
pro-democracy activists inside Iran, they have been cornered, beaten and scattered by the 
regime. Though they may ultimately live to see the demise of the Islamic Republic, that day 
is far off and the mere hope of a successful Iranian spring does not constitute a policy 
strategy, even when significant resources are devoted to isolate the regime and punish it for 
its brutality, while supporting Iranian civil society and its quest for basic freedoms.

The impossible dilemma may be soon forced upon Western policymakers. In that case, what 
choice is worse?

When I was asked to respond to Lord Lamont, on the proposition ‘Should Iran be bombed?’, 
I assumed he would offer you the reasons why bombing Iran is a worse option than coming 
to terms with a nuclear-armed Iran.

Clearly, I cannot speak for him, since I have now been asked to respond to him by speaking 
first.



But I assume he will try to persuade you that living with a nuclear armed Iran is better than 
trying to prevent Iran by military means. For my part then, I will do my best to illustrate the 
reasons why I think that, given two bad choices, prevention is still better than containment 
and deterrence.

First, when one says ‘Should Iran be bombed?’, we should ask ourselves, 'by whom'? We 
should also ask ourselves, ‘what is it that is going to be bombed?’

I am not a military man, but you can trust me when I tell you that different answers will yield 
different scenarios, with important variations in operational outcome. The fallout, 
correspondingly, would be different.

Still, as conventional wisdom goes, Iran will be attacked, sometimes later this year, by Israel, 
or by the United States.

I have been asked to write assessments of the likelihood of such an attack many times in the 
past few years, and I have changed my assessment several times about the likelihood of an 
Israeli strike.

Such a strike would be very limited in its nature – it would not involve more than 80 to a 100 
planes, and possibly Israel’s submarines; it would be short; it would be pinpointed; it would 
go after only a few critical nuclear installations; it would leave all of Iran’s military and civilian 
infrastructure intact; it would probably cause only a small amount of civilian casualties; and it 
would significantly slow down Iran’s march to nuclear-weapons’ capability, without ultimately 
stopping it.

The chances of an Israeli attack were never too high to begin with – the only two precedents 
we have are Israel’s attack on the Iraqi nuclear reactor in 1981 and on Syria’s nuclear 
reactor in 2007. In both cases, Israel’s airstrike not only involved a qualitatively different and 
significantly less complex operation – number of targets and distance from home being the 
two most obvious factors – but it also happened early in the game, before Israel’s foes had 
crossed the critical threshold of making the facility operational. Iran is long past that 
threshold.

For both political and operational reasons, I thought Israel would not carry out such an attack 
during the Bush years. I became more inclined to believe Israel would do so after, in early 
December 2007, a U.S. National Intelligence Estimate effectively killed any prospect of a 
U.S. attack. Since 2009, my bets have been against an Israeli attack, with the exception of 
this past autumn, when I briefly believed Israel might be edging again towards an attack. Yet, 
with Iran’s decision to switch on its new underground uranium enrichment site near Qom, I 
think Israel has lost its last chance.

So, for the sake of brevity, I shall assume that if there is an attack, it will be a U.S. attack, 
with the possible participation of other Western allies – including Great Britain – and the 
diplomatic and logistical support of the Gulf countries. Israel will sit out the fight, and the U.S. 
will take all the necessary steps it can to ensure that Iran fails to draw Israel into the fight.

A U.S. attack will be nothing like an Israeli attack.



Before U.S. planes begin to target nuclear facilities, the U.S. will neutralise every single anti-
aircraft battery it can destroy. It will incapacitate air fields and naval bases. It will go after 
missile bases and launchers. It will go after Iran’s navy and air forces. It will target the 
Revolutionary Guards. It will seek and destroy Command and Control centres. It may even 
go after critical civilian infrastructure – first and foremost telecommunications – and could 
even go as far as targeting Iran’s senior leadership.

Only after all of the above is turned to rubble will U.S. B-2 bombers dump their new, massive 
30,000 pound Massive Ordnance Penetrators on Iran’s nuclear sites.

Once the U.S. has finished, not much of Iran’s nuclear programme will be standing. And 
assuming that much of the sanctions’ regime remains in place afterwards, Iran will have 
serious difficulties procuring the needed technology to reconstitute the programme. Much 
like Saddam Hussein after Desert Storm, lack of means to reconstitute a programme matters 
much more than a change of political will. Iran may wish to reconstitute its programme, but it 
will be very difficult.

A U.S. intervention may prove to be much more decisive, therefore.

Operationally, Iran will be able to put up little resistance. On the political fallout of an attack, 
there is considerable disagreement as to what may follow. Most tend to assume that Iran will 
use terrorism against Western targets in the Gulf and overseas; may attack Gulf-stationed 
U.S. troops; may inflame the Israel-Lebanon and the Israel-Gaza border by unleashing its 
proxies, Hezbollah and Hamas; may launch ballistic missiles against various targets in the 
region to try and turn an attack on Iran into a regional war and may seek to block the Strait 
of Hormuz to cause oil prices to spiral. By the way, it has already done most of the above 
and the world is still standing.

Iran may indeed try all of the above – and then some. But such assumptions do not tell us 
how the U.S. and its allies are prepared to reply; whether a U.S. attack may neutralise or 
diminish the abilities of Iran to carry out such responses; whether deterrent measures will be 
in place to discourage Iran from escalating its response; and, most importantly, what will 
happen inside Iran once its military infrastructure and nuclear facilities are under attack.

Conventional wisdom posits that ordinary Iranians will be carried away with nationalist 
fervour and will rally around their regime.

The domestic impact of an attack is usually cited as a strong argument against military 
action.

I put it to you that this is both irrelevant and far from certain. It is just as possible that the 
opposite will happen – that the day after an attack, the regime will emerge more vulnerable 
and fragile. Besides, it is not like Iran is currently run by a moderate leadership with 
reasonable demands and a record of transparency and compliance with international norms. 
An attack will not undermine moderates inside the regime because, if there are any, they 
have long been ousted from positions of power and influence.



I do wish to move on to the likely consequences of a nuclear Iran – let me just conclude this 
point now by saying that in recent history, very few authoritarian regimes survived a 
humiliating military defeat and did NOT suffer a serious legitimacy challenge domestically.

Think Argentina after the Falklands’ War in 1982. Think of Slobodan Milosevic’s Serbia after 
the 1999 NATO bombing campaign. Think of all the Arab regimes after losing against Israel 
in 1949. Think of the impact of Afghanistan on the Soviet Union. Clearly, not all regimes 
eventually collapse – think of Saddam Hussein in 1991. But they never emerge 
unchallenged from defeat – even if their subjects harbour strong nationalist sentiments. If the 
regime is defeated and its Praetorian Guard has been severely struck, it may not be long 
before Iranians challenge their authority in the streets again. It is not inconceivable that 
Iran’s ethnic minorities – 50 per cent of the population – may take advantage of the 
momentary weakness of the IRGC to rise up against the central authority.

As for Iran’s ability to retaliate, again, a well-planned military attack may considerably reduce 
it and neutralise it before Iran can even field its response.

But even if one takes into account the possibility that Iran can do much damage, a military 
attack remains the lesser of two evils.

HOW WOULD THE WORLD CHANGE IF IT WOKE UP to the news that it was now under the shadow 
of Iran’s nuclear arsenal?

There are two possible outcomes to an Iranian success – that Iran seeks nuclear weapons 
to make true of its millenarian threats to achieve a ‘world without America’ and a ‘world 
without Israel’; or that Iran seeks nuclear weapons as a force multiplier in its pursuit of 
hegemonic ambitions in the Middle East, in the Muslim world, and beyond.

Personally, I am less inclined to believe the former – I do not believe Iran’s leadership to be 
so suicidal as to launch a first strike even if it has the capability to do so. For brevity’s 
purposes, I will not describe you the look of the nuclear winter generated by an Iranian 
attack – although there are reliable studies that can describe in some details how Israel and 
Iran would emerge from a nuclear exchange. Let me just offer you a preview – Israel would 
survive; Iran would not.

It is not a scenario one should discount entirely. But I want to focus on the other possibility - 
namely, that Iran wishes to acquire nuclear weapons in order to project its power more 
assertively and that it will therefore use its arsenal as the shield, rather than as the sword.

Let me list some of the likely short-term consequences of a nuclear-armed Iran.

First, countries competing for regional influence and hegemony, will seek their own nuclear 
option. Egypt, Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Turkey will want strategic parity with Iran. Their 
relations with America, their histories, their relations with Iran, and their current domestic 
predicament all suggest that they will not seek a NATO or an American umbrella for their 
nuclear deterrence. But such countries do not only have ambitions. They also have rivals. A 
nuclear Turkey could mean, in due course, a nuclear Greece, for example. A nuclear 
Morocco means a nuclear Algeria. And so on.



Secondly, small Gulf principalities may seek their own nuclear option. Faced with a vastly 
superior enemy, and unless a U.S. or Saudi umbrella can guarantee them a modicum of 
deterrence, they will consider pursuing it. Unlike countries like Egypt, Morocco or Greece, 
they do not lack the money to initiate their own programme immediately. A Middle East with 
a dozen nuclear powers is thus a distinct possibility and it is not a remote scenario. It would 
be the consequence of a nuclear Iran.

Proliferation, thirdly, is not confined to the region or even state actors. Practically Every 
country that developed nuclear technology and nuclear weapons has eventually provided 
this technology to others. Iran has already declared its intention to do so. What would stop 
them?

Those who argue that Iran can be deterred often cite the Cold War experience as evidence 
that a balance of power can be reached with Iran. However, the Cold War paradigm involved 
some important differences from the kind of situation that a nuclear Iran would trigger in the 
region.

First - Western powers spent the last ten years saying that a nuclear Iran is unacceptable - 
that includes two American presidents, three British Prime ministers, two French presidents, 
and three Israeli prime ministers. If Iran succeeds, what does that do to the credibility of our 
threats? Deterrence rests on threats, after all, and if Iran emerges from this contest thinking 
that its Western adversaries are paper-tigers, it will require a very rough ride that is fraught 
with dangers to re-establish the kind of credibility needed for effective deterrence.

Second - the Cold War involved balancing two nuclear adversaries - how does Mutually 
Assured Destruction work in a multipolar, rather than a much simpler binary context?

Third - Cold War adversaries did reach the brink of nuclear war and only avoided it due to a 
complex mix of fortuitous circumstances and mechanisms developed over the course of the 
years and as a result of near-disasters. Think of the hotline, which was the result of the 
Cuban Missile Crisis. Nothing of that sort exists in the Middle East. Provocations, in the 
absence of such framework, can quickly escalate. When misunderstandings occur, there 
may not be effective and speedy channels of communication to explain them before the 
other side escalates. And because of vastly different cultures clashing with each other, the 
potential for misunderstanding is also bigger. In the absence of de-escalating mechanisms, 
things can get out of hand quickly.

Fourth - Cold War adversaries reached a fragile equilibrium only after a long period of 
aggressive confrontations, each of which was costly in blood and treasure and each of which 
could have led to further escalation. The fact that they eventually reached equilibrium does 
not mean that this path is inevitable or predetermined for any new nuclear-weapons' state. 
Precedent tells us that the acquisition of nuclear-weapons capability does not necessarily 
bring a heightened sense of restraint and responsibility - at least not immediately. Think of 
North Korea; think of Pakistan. Their pattern of behaviour after nuclear tests is not one that 
is less confrontational and aggressive. If anything, it is more of both.

Besides, the fact that MAD eventually worked did not prevent the two blocs from 
occasionally coming to blows in conventional ways - not directly, since that could have 
escalated into full-fledged nuclear war, but indirectly through proxy wars. If you find the Cold 



War paradigm desirable for Iran, ask people in the Horn of Africa, or in Latin and Central 
America, or in South East Asia, how well the Cold War worked for them.

Fifth - nuclear power allowed our Cold War enemy to carve out a sphere of influence that 
had to live under the oppressive boot of Communism. The price for Western Europe's four 
decades of peace entailed leaving Eastern Europe to suffer from Soviet predatory policies.

Sixth, all of the above will play out in a region that sustains the global economy with its 
energy resources. Afraid of the impact on oil prices of a military showdown in the Gulf to 
prevent a nuclear Iran? Then magnify it and stretch it over a decade or more, rather than a 
six-week period.

Speaking of oil, if Iran's ambition is hegemony, that means influence over energy. Iran's 
borders mean that its arsenal will cast a shadow over the Caspian basin and the energy 
routes to Central Asia, not just the Persian Gulf. So instead of a short war that briefly spikes 
oil prices - and even here, it is far from certain that the impact will be as dire as some predict 
- you will have Damocles' sword hanging over the world economy for a very long time. If you 
are happy with Iran determining energy costs for a long time to come, then you should sign 
up for a nuclear Iran.

Finally, one last point. Do you like Hamas and Hezbollah? Are you fond of the worldview of 
anti-Americanism and the cocktail of political Islam and Marxism that is at the core of the 
Iranian revolution? Do you crave for the days when every terror organisation, every 
insurrectionary movement, and any ideologue with a militia could rely upon a sponsor? then 
you will love it when Iran has nuclear weapons. Because the prestige and power it will 
acquire will enable Iran to expand its portfolio of revolutionary start-ups around the world. 
The Islamic Republic of Iran's raison d'être is to export its ideology beyond its borders. Why 
would they choose to forego their thirty year old aspirations precisely at the time when they 
are in the strongest position to pursue them?

In short, war will be mayhem. A nuclear Iran will foment mayhem. Only longer and with 
disastrous consequences, including conflicts that could escalate all the way to nuclear war.

There is much left to do to prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons before one must 
choose between prevention or acquiescence. But if it came to that, I hope I offered you a 
compelling case as to why prevention is much preferable.

Thank you, 

Emanuele Ottolenghi is a Senior Fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies


